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Executive Summary 
The Westborough Public Schools is pleased to present its vision for the Annie E. Fales 

Elementary School.  Fales is one of three dynamic K-3 elementary schools, situated in the 

thriving town of  Westborough, Massachusetts, a family centered New England community 

where walking trails, a vital downtown, and an active business community define the 

feeling and lifestyle of the town.  The Westborough Public Schools are an essential part of 

the community’s success with its strong academic performance and values based 

approach, grounding our focus on educating the whole child. The town’s commitment to 

funding low class sizes and a fully inclusive special education and ELL model define the two 

key features guiding the development of space use in its schools.  A six school district, with 

just under 4,000 students, the schools have been undergoing steady enrollment growth 

over the last 5 years.  The Fales School project is part of several school project initiatives to 

respond in an organized and planned way to the enrollment growth, as well as the long 

term program and building needs of a contemporary district with viable facilities.   

Instructional Philosophy & Commitment  

Neighborhood Schools 
Every Westborough classroom is centered on meeting the individual needs of each child. 

We are grounded in a neighborhood schools model, which articulates the focus of 

providing a strong continuity of programming across all six schools, while at the same time 

maintaining the established unique special qualities of special events and individual style 

for each school culture and faculty.  It is the district goal to develop the specialized 

programming for unique learning needs so that children remain in the home school 

setting. The Fales Elementary School is, and will continue to be, a neighborhood and 

community gathering space where special weekend events, nightly community use for after 

school programs, and recreational gym and stage use occur year round.   

 

Westborough provides for full day Kindergarten with a low student to teacher ratio of 16-21 

which is established through School Committee guidelines.  All three elementary schools 

provide for full day Kindergarten, therefore requiring 5 classroom sections at each of the 
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three schools.  All of these classrooms are fully inclusive for both special education and ELL 

students, meaning that several adults work in all Kindergarten classrooms.  The district 

Preschool program is housed at Hastings Elementary School where a fully inclusive special 

education preschool setting is provided for the community.  The anchor philosophy of 

small class size grounds the sectioning of all grades K-12, and supports co-teaching and 

inclusive practices of ELL and special education, and all levels of learners: 

● Kindergarten and Grade 1:  16-21 

● Grade 2 and Grade 3:  18-22 

● Grade 4, Grade 5, and Grade 6:  20-24 

● Grade 7 and Grade 8: 21-25  

   

Classrooms and learning spaces must be designed to accommodate and support a school 

philosophy committed to developing the highest levels of independence for each child, by 

providing opportunities for strong classroom learning, integrated with small group 

instruction and individual support.  Instruction is provided in varied settings that must be 

available and ready to match to student needs throughout the day, and as they develop 

and progress throughout the year.  Westborough has a thriving diverse school population 

that requires classroom spaces that support the commitment to co-teaching in classrooms 

for both special education and ELL students.  With a substantial ELL population and a range 

of complex special education students, this means multiple adults in the classrooms and 

the need for varied small group break out spaces intermixed within the classroom settings 

that can be easily accessed without travel time in order to seamlessly move back into the 

classroom. Providing intermingled small group or one to one instruction for short parts of 

the school day while students are fully included in the classroom is the optimal seamless 

instructional model.   

Tiered support for all students 
The centrality of the classroom model must be enhanced and supported by well designed 

and situated small group settings for meeting the needs of EIT (Early Intervening Team) for 

a range of programs. Math intervention, Reading intervention, ELL service support, and a 

wide range of Special Education programming must be organized for service delivery 

throughout four grade levels. This means that on a daily basis the flow and organization of 

the building use must feel responsive and ready, as small groups of students and whole 
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classroom groups move throughout the building to access program space that meets their 

immediate needs. Students with complex social emotional or cognitive or physical needs 

who are fully included cannot travel long distances for aspects of one to one or small group 

work during the day. Locating small instructional spaces intermingled with all grade level 

classrooms communicates the value of every aspect of student needs being met in a 

shared classroom setting or grade level area.  One common learning community holds the 

needs of all students for shared flexible use of all spaces.     

English Language Learners 

Westborough has a vibrant diverse student population who bring an extraordinary array of 

linguistic and cultural diversity to our district. Native language speakers of the most 

common language groups in Westborough include: Spanish, Portuguese, Hindi, Urdu, 

Arabic, and Mandarin. The English Language Education Program at the Westborough Public 

schools is designed to create an interactive setting where students are taught strategies to 

help them master English as quickly as possible, develop academic and social skills, and 

make progress in content areas without loss of achievement due to English language 

proficiency levels. The K-3 schools currently serve over 265 ELL students, which makes up 

about 22% of the total K-3 school population.  Students are supported by licensed English 

Language Learner teachers who require office space and small group instructional space to 

complement the co-teaching instruction provided in grade classrooms.   

Special Education 
Westborough believes in the neighborhood schools model which allows for all students to 

be educated in their home school with neighborhood peers.  Each of the three elementary 

schools provides comparable programs and services to meet the diverse needs of our 

students and ensure that all students are able to develop the academic, social, and 

emotional skills to succeed.   

 

The range of services provided varies depending upon a student’s individual needs and 

abilities. An Individualized Education Program (IEP) is developed based on the student’s 

areas of strength and challenge, with a focus on increasing independence and ensuring 

that every student makes effective progress in the least restrictive environment. As noted 
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earlier, small group space should be located near classrooms to allow for authentic and 

flexible use.   

Programs and services include, but are not limited to: 

● Inclusion/Academic Support in the general education classroom 
● Social/Emotional and Behavioral support programs 
● Co-Taught Classrooms  
● Individual or small group pull-out instruction  
● Intensive/Substantially separate Classrooms (Academic & Emotional/Behavioral) 
● Adaptive Specials 
● Related Services as consultation or direct service include: 

○ Speech and Language Therapy (SLP) 
○ Counseling (School Psychologist) 
○ Behavioral support (BCBA) 
○ Physical Therapy (PT) 
○ Occupational Therapy (OT) 
○ Vision/Braille 
○ Orientation and Mobility (O&M) 

Fine Arts  

The Westborough Public Schools has a thriving and essential PK-12 Fine Arts program. The 

music program garners very large student participation numbers beginning with the 

elementary general music and 3rd Grade Strings programs and continuing to expand up to 

the high school, where students often participate in multiple vocal and instrumental music 

groups. The Visual Arts thrive as well, providing a robust K-12 experience that expands to 

Digital and 2D and 3D arts that support AP course work.  At the elementary level the 

curriculum covers an impressive array of mediums beginning in Kindergarten.  The district 

philosophy is that all dimensions of intellect are integrated and supportive of each other 

and that as one flourishes others grow as well. Social emotional wellness and balance are 

also grounded in diversity of learning experiences and approaches; students often report 

their time in Fine Arts courses as the best part of their school experience.   

Annual recognition as a “Best Communities for Music Education” in the country, and 

graduates who continue with post high school participation in the arts illustrates the strong 

impact this area has on district culture.  The Arts is not extra, but is part of CORE to the 

school experience in Westborough.   
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Health, Wellness, and PE  

Physical health, wellness, and movement are the engine that drives each child’s daily life 

experience.  Eating well, feeling strong, coordinated, and connected to the world around 

you is an energizing and essential state of being. Research tells us about the benefits of 

physical wellbeing and the beginning of those life skills is grounded in physical education. 

Students receive a comprehensive Wellness Curriculum, and the department plays a key 

role in implementing emotional wellness goals and DBT foundational thinking approaches 

as part of class instruction.  Wellness K-3 Curriculum Map   

Learning Commons and Makerspaces 

The library is the heart of the school! It must exude the energy and love of learning that is 

exemplified in the magic of elementary school. It must encompass the needs of the faculty 

and students for gathering and learning together.  

Learning has a social context.  Learning is enhanced by opportunities to share and learn 

with others.  Students need to develop skills in sharing knowledge and learning with others, 

both in face to face situations and through technology. 

School library/media centers are essential to the development of learning skills.  School 

library/media centers need to provide equitable physical and intellectual access to the 

resources and tools required for learning in an accessible, stimulating, and safe 
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environment to acquire and practice essential learning skills needed in the 21st century 

and beyond. A well designed library will be essential to developing a functional area where 

groups of colleagues, parents, and students can effectively meet in a well designed work 

environment.  Meetings that provide for professional development for a faculty group of 

about 50 people is a standard recurring need of an elementary faculty of this size. Without 

such a space, the viable school culture work and management of staff cannot be actualized 

effectively.   

Additionally, the innovation of a Makerspace environment is the future looking design of 

collaboration spaces that allow for messy and long range project work, that otherwise has 

few viable spaces to live sustainably in the elementary setting. Form follows function, and 

to expect an innovation environment requires setting up spaces that promote long range 

project based thinking.   

Instructional Technology   

The empowering of excellent instruction with appropriate and effective educational 

technology can expand the capabilities of our teachers to guide our students with 

appropriate experiences, strategies, and resources and allow all of our students to learn 

how they best learn. Our philosophy for excellent instruction is centered around the 

relationships between and among students, teachers, and administrators, and our 

philosophy for appropriate and effective educational technology is centered around 

reducing procedural and conceptual barriers. We embrace the Universal Design for 

Learning (UDL) framework of multiple means of engagement, multiple means of 

representation, and multiple means of action and expression that correspond to the Why, 

What, and How of learning. This looks like teachers and students working in a variety of 

contexts and configurations ranging from projects to skill practice and from one on one to 

whole groups.  Students use a variety of physical and virtual materials and resources, and 

choosing from a variety of traditional and educational technology tools and methods to 

individualize their learning in ways that leverage their strengths, strengthen their 

challenges, and make their learning visible. 
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Environment of Health and Wellness 
 
The Fales School is situated on a beautiful site with a unique tiered setting that provides 

landscape views of natural outdoor beauty.  This setting provides a unique emotional 

health and wellness to the school community, where there is a connection to the 

environmental setting of the campus and meaningful opportunities for outside play and 

relaxation.   

 

The Westborough Public Schools has committed to developing healthy and emotionally 

vital work settings for faculty and students to enjoy.  Wellness breaks, programs on 

work/life balance, and work settings that honor quiet space and time to renew are all goals 

to which the district aspires.  High quality natural light and ventilation, views to the 

landscape, recycling programs, and outdoor classrooms help students, faculty, and parents 

to value and respect the health of the environment as well as the resources of the 

community.   
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Academic Vision 
The elementary school experience sets the foundation of success for each learner and their 
family in the Westborough school community.  Their memories should be of building 
connections, experiencing diversity of perspectives, talent, and learning styles, while 
achieving the foundational skills and positive self identity to successfully enjoy and achieve 
through high school and beyond.   
 
The grounding core value of this experience in Westborough is inclusiveness, access, and 
academic challenge within the centrality of the classroom. Services that any children 
require should be a normal part of the instructional day and should be centered within or 
near the general classroom setting. Maintaining our most complex learners within district 
where they are educated in their home community is always the goal. Students, teachers, 
and paraeducators should be working in the most appropriate setting for the target 
learning needs and for the readiness of each learner. It is necessary to be ready to support 
a student having dysregulation who may need time to work in a separate quiet space 
somewhere near the classroom before returning. Other students may need to work in a 
separate learning center classroom for more extended blocks of time before being able to 
navigate learning in the general classroom, but as soon as possible will be reintegrated 
with peers. However, to achieve that goal, programming for all students requires a range of 
thoughtfully developed classrooms and instructional spaces to work in tandem with the 
grade level classrooms. Small class size and flexibility are essential.   
 
A thriving school community for Fales will provide a use of space where natural light fills 
rooms and hallways, with informal work or meeting spaces. Visioning hallways that have an 
extended classroom feeling where students could work outside of the classroom, and that 
provide lots of natural light (skylights). Classrooms should be clustered by grade level for 
easy collaboration and sharing of staff, and to mix groups of students from different 
classes easily for small group targeted work, such as for ELL students at similar levels of 
need.   
 

General Education Classrooms 
Vision of Elementary General Education Classrooms 

The framework of this report presents a picture of a philosophy where the centrality of the 
classroom is a core value. The elementary general education classrooms are the homebase 
for all students in the school.  The general education classroom is where the learning 
community begins and grows.  The literacy, mathematics, science & engineering, and social 
studies instruction all takes place in the general education classroom.  In addition, social, 
emotional, and behavioral instruction is interwoven into all subject areas throughout each 
day.   Classrooms groups begin each day gathered together for a morning meeting to 
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develop and foster our Fales CARES Code of Character (Cooperation, Act with Kindness, 
Respect, Responsibility, Empathy, Self-Control). From this start, the day moves in and out of 
the core learning space for whole and small group instruction.  
 
The elementary classroom is a learning environment that requires flexibility.  Students and 
teachers need space to gather together as a learning community to share ideas and 
explore new concepts.  They also need spaces to work independently, one to one, in pairs, 
and in small groups.  An environment that supports collaboration is key to all community 
members.  Targeted small group instruction is also a critical component of our educational 
approach.  Our students are reading and writing as well as conferring, and problem solving 
together across the curriculum.   Access to technology, open work spaces, as well as space 
to interact with ongoing projects are essential to our instructional practices. Multiple adults 
navigate the numerous classrooms to meet individual student needs and to support a 
culture of active learning.   
 
   

Elementary Literacy (English Language Arts:  Reading & Writing) 

Research Based/Best Practices Curriculum Statement 
Reference:  Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for English Language Arts and Literacy 
2017:  http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/ela/2017-06.pdf 
 
Guiding Principles from the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks “They should guide the 
design and evaluation of English language arts and literacy programs in schools and the 
broader community.  Programs guided by these principles will prepare students for 
colleges, careers, and their lives as productive citizens.”  

Guiding Principle 1   

Students should receive explicit instruction in skills, including phonics and decoding. 
Explicit skill instruction is especially important in narrowing opportunity gaps.  

Guiding Principle 2  

To become successful readers, students need to develop a rich academic vocabulary and 
broad background knowledge.  

Guiding Principle 3  

Educators should help students develop a love of reading by:   
● Selecting high-quality works of literature and nonfiction   
● Reading aloud in class 
● Providing students with ample opportunity and encouragement for sustained 

independent reading, both for school and on their own 
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Guiding Principle 4  

Students should be exposed to complex and challenging texts at their grade level and 
above, with extra support and scaffolding as needed, reflecting high expectations for all 
students.  

Guiding Principle 5 

Students should read a diverse set of authentic texts balanced across genres, cultures, and 
time periods. Authentic texts are intact and unadapted texts in their original complexity; 
they are texts composed for purposes other than being studied in school.  

Guiding Principle 6  

Students should have frequent opportunities for discussing and writing about their 
readings in order to develop critical thinking skills and to demonstrate understanding. 

Guiding Principle 7  

Reading well-crafted texts is an essential foundation for developing effective writing skills.  

Guiding Principle 8  

Developing the ability to write well demands regular practice across multiple forms and 
genres of writing and opportunities to write for a variety of audiences, including expository, 
analytical, persuasive, narrative, and creative writing, as well as explicit instruction in 
vocabulary and standard English conventions.  

Guiding Principle 9  

Educators and families should view each other as resources who are both invested in 
supporting students’ skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  

Guiding Principle 10  

Social and emotional learning can increase academic achievement, improve attitudes and 
behaviors, and reduce emotional distress. Students should practice recognizing aspects of 
themselves in texts (self-awareness), struggling productively with challenging texts 
(self-management), tailoring language to audience and purpose (social awareness), 
grappling vicariously with choices faced by others (responsible decision making), and 
collaborating respectfully with diverse peers (relationship skills).  

Guiding Principle 11  

Educators should select works of fiction and nonfiction that instill in students a deep 
appreciation for art, beauty, and truth, while broadening their understanding of the human 
condition from differing points of view. Reading, discussing, and writing about high-quality 
prose and poetry should also help students develop empathy for one another and a sense 
of their shared values and literary heritage, while learning about who they are as 
individuals and developing the capacity for independent, rigorous thinking. 
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Within English Language Arts instruction students are expected to: 
● Demonstrate independence in their ability to comprehend and evaluate complex 

texts and construct effective arguments and convey intricate or multifaceted 
information 

● Demonstrate command of standard English and acquire and use a wide range of 
vocabulary 

● Build strong content knowledge 
● Become proficient in new areas through research and study 
● Read purposefully and listen attentively 
● Refine and share knowledge through writing and speaking 
● Respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline 
● Comprehend as well as critique 
● Cite specific evidence when offering an oral or written interpretation of text  
● Employ technology and digital media strategically and capably to enhance their 

reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language use 
● Understand and appreciate that the twenty-first century classroom and workplace 

are settings in which people from often divergent cultures and who represent 
diverse experiences and perspectives must learn and work together 

Classroom Space Needs 
● Flexible spaces are needed in order to support: 

○ Differentiated options for content delivery (i.e. whole class, small group, 
partner work, individual) 

○ Student collaboration 
○ Student interaction and investigation 
○ Access to technology for whole group and small group instruction 
○ Accessible technology for student based inquiry 
○ Student tables or desk groupings that allow for discussion, collaboration, and 

small group work 
○ Multiple gathering spaces unencumbered with fixtures or equipment for 

whole group instruction 
○ Independent work stations  
○ Teacher/student conferencing or progress monitoring 
○ Large flexible classroom spaces to allow for differentiated grouping 
○ Moving tables to allow for reconfiguration of space 
○ Presentation space for students to address classmates 
○ In-class storage and/or library space for a wide range of text sources such as 

novels, picture books, magazines, big books, reference texts 
○ Closed off storage of manipulatives such as letter tiles for building words  
○ Nooks for independent and partner reading opportunities  
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Specialized Equipment for Classrooms 
● Accessibility for all 
● Wireless access for all electronic devices 
● Abundant electrical outlets for charging devices, powering equipment, etc. 
● Infrastructure support for continuous availability of bandwidth to support individual 

and group access to internet and intranet 
● Smart technology, such as but not limited to, interactive whiteboards and projectors 

- with thoughtful planning about placement of interactive whiteboards  
● FM systems to amplify teacher or student voices 
● Digital and analog clocks  
● Quiet HVAC System 
● Lights that are able to dim 
● Magnetic whiteboard bulletin board space for teachers to display important 

vocabulary, learning goals, comprehension strategy charts, and more 
● Easels to display literature/conduct shared reading lessons 
● Easels to hang chart paper to conduct shared writing lessons, model editing, model 

blending strategies, and more 
● Accessibility for ebooks and reading practice materials 
● Storage space for all hand-on manipulative materials 
● Some storage should have the ability to lock closed to prevent access of students 

that are dysregulated 
● Easily movable furniture that can be used for individual and group study 
● Natural light 
● Space for teacher planning materials such as instructional resources, laptop, and 

more 

Social/Emotional/Cognitive Environment 
● Collaborative learning spaces where students are able to work in small or large 

groups 
● All classrooms in the same grade level should be contiguous to support grade level 

collaboration 
● All grade level “gathering spaces” may be incorporated into the hallways to promote 

academic and social interaction 
● Grade level storage that supports sharing of academic resources  
● Grade level meeting space to collaborate and co-plan as a grade level as well as for 

individual teams 
● Leveled book room 
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Elementary Mathematics 

Research Based/Best Practices Curriculum Statement 
Reference:  Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for Mathematics 2017: 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/math/2017-06.pdf 
 
Guiding Principle 1  
Educators must have a deep understanding of the mathematics they teach, not only to help 
students learn how to efficiently do mathematical calculations, but also to help them 
understand the fundamental principles of mathematics that are the basis for those 
operations. Teachers should work with their students to master these underlying concepts 
and the relationships between them in order to lay a foundation for higher-level 
mathematics, strengthen their capacity for thinking logically and rigorously, and develop an 
appreciation for the beauty of math.  

Guiding Principle 2  

To help all students develop a full understanding of mathematical concepts and procedural 
mastery, educators should provide them with opportunities to apply their learning and 
solve problems using multiple methods, in collaboration with their peers and 
independently, and complemented by clear explanations of the underlying mathematics.  
 
Guiding Principle 3  
Students should have frequent opportunities to discuss and write about various 
approaches to solving problems, in order to help them develop and demonstrate their 
mathematical knowledge, while drawing connections between alternative strategies and 
evaluating their comparative strengths and weaknesses.  
 
Guiding Principle 4  
Students should be asked to solve a diverse set of real-world and other mathematical 
problems, including equations that develop and challenge their computational skills, and 
word problems that require students to design their own equations and mathematical 
models. Students learn that with persistence, they can solve challenging problems and be 
successful.  
 
Guiding Principle 5  
A central part of an effective mathematics curriculum should be the development of a 
specialized mathematical vocabulary including notations and symbols, and an ability to 
read and understand mathematical texts and information from a variety of sources. 
Massachusetts Curriculum Framework for Mathematics 15  
 
Guiding Principle 6  
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Assessment of student learning should be a daily part of a mathematics curriculum to 
ensure that students are progressing in their knowledge and skill, and to provide teachers 
with the information they need to adjust their instruction and differentiate their support of 
individual students.  
 
Guiding Principle 7  
Students at all levels should have an opportunity to use appropriate technological tools to 
communicate ideas, provide a dynamic approach to mathematical concepts, and to search 
for information. Technological tools can also be used to improve efficiency of calculation 
and enable more sophisticated analysis, without sacrificing operational fluency and 
automaticity.  
 
Guiding Principle 8  
Social and emotional learning can increase academic achievement, improve attitudes and 
behaviors, and reduce emotional distress. Students should practice self-awareness, 
self-management, social awareness, responsible decision-making, and relationship skills, 
by, for example: collaborating and learning from others and showing respect for others’ 
ideas; applying the mathematics they know to make responsible decisions to solve 
problems, engaging and persisting in solving challenging problems; and learning that with 
effort, they can continue to improve and be successful. 
 

Within Mathematics instruction students are asked to: 
● Make sense of problems and persevere in solving problems 
● Reason abstractly and quantitatively 
● Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others 
● Model with mathematics 
● Show and explain their thinking verbally and in writing 
● Use appropriate tools strategically 
● Attend to precision 
● Look for and make use of structure 
● Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning 

 

Classroom Space Needs 
● Flexible spaces are needed in order to support:  

○ Differentiated options for content delivery (i.e. whole class, small group, 
partner work, individual) 

○ Student collaboration and investigation 
○ Access to technology for whole group and small group instruction 
○ Accessible technology for student based inquiry 
○ Student tables or desk groupings that allow for discussion, collaboration, and 

small group work 
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○ Multiple gathering spaces unencumbered with fixtures or equipment for 
whole group instruction 

○ Independent work stations  
○ Teacher/student conferencing or progress monitoring 
○ Large flexible classroom spaces to allow for differentiated grouping 
○ Moving tables to allow for project-based learning 

 

Elementary Science and Engineering  
Research Based/Best Practice Curriculum Statement  
 
(Reference: www.nextgenscience.org; http://www.doe.mass.edu/stem/ste/) 
 
Best practices in Curriculum and Instruction in the academic areas of Science and 
Engineering focus on engaging students in explaining phenomena in the natural world and 
designing solutions to real-life problems. Students utilize 8 key science and engineering 
practices to explore and make sense of disciplinary core ideas in Life, Physical, and Earth 
and Space Science:  

1. Asking questions and defining problems  
2. Developing and using models 
3. Planning and carrying out investigations 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data 
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking 
6. Constructing explanations and designing solutions 
7. Engaging in argument from evidence 
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

 
In the classroom, the majority of activity is student-centered, meaning students are 
constructing and critiquing knowledge. Teachers utilize research-based curriculum to 
provide a coherent structure and key activities that support this type of learning of science 
and engineering.  
 
While student learning most often takes place within the classroom, Makerspaces can be a 
key component of a robust science and engineering program. In Makerspaces, students 
have greater latitude than in classrooms to pursue their own design-based interests. Such 
spaces typically contain a range of shared materials and technology for students to use as 
they engage in self-directed exploration, problem-solving, and design. Students often use 
Makerspaces after school and during designated non-instructional times during the day, 
and teachers also utilize Makerspaces for design-based projects that enhance science, 
social studies, math, and language arts curriculum.  
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Space Needs 

a. K-3 Classrooms 
■ The type of teaching and learning of science called for by standards 

and research prioritizes student-centered learning. As such, 
classroom learning spaces need: 

● To be flexible enough to support student collaboration and 
discourse in partners, small groups, and as a whole-class 

● Large, open surfaces for students to use to plan and carry out 
investigations, including making observations of live organisms 

● Large, open surfaces on the sides of the room to store ongoing 
investigations, designs, and materials  

● Flat areas adjacent to windows and other natural light sources 
to allow plants to grow 

● Access to sinks for investigations that require water and for 
ease of clean-up 

● Sufficient storage for student materials 
● To be technology-rich to allow for the use of iPads and other 

devices that support data collection and analysis 
b. Needs of Specialized Equipment  

■ K-3 Classrooms and Makerspace 
● Wireless access for all electronic devices 
● Infrastructure support for continuous availability of bandwidth 

to support individual and group access to internet 
● Smart technology, such as but not limited to, interactive 

whiteboards and projectors  
● Storage space for all materials 
● Easily movable furniture that can be used for individual and 

group work 
● Sinks for use of water in investigations and clean-up 

c. Social/Emotional/Cognitive Environment 
■ K-3 Classrooms and Makerspace 

● Collaborative learning spaces where students can work in a 
variety of configurations (individual, pairs, small groups, whole 
group) 

● Grade level storage that supports the sharing of academic 
resources 

● Grade level “gathering spaces” that can be used for science 
demonstrations, presentations, and multi-class exploration 
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Elementary Social Studies 
Research Based/Best Practice Curriculum Statement  
 
Massachusetts History and Social Science Curriculum Framework 2018 (Final Approval in 
Progress) History and Social Science Curriculum Framework - Awaiting Final Approval 

 

Kindergarten: Many Roles in Living, Learning, and Working Together 

Students learn about classroom democracy, local geography, the histories of United States and 
community traditions, and economics in the context of work and money.  

Grade 1: Leadership, Cooperation, Unity, and Diversity 
Students learn about leadership on many levels, the meaning of citizenship, reading, and 
making a range of map types. They explore how the concepts of unity and diversity shape life in 
the United States, and how people make choices about purchasing goods and services.   

Grade 2: Global Geography: Places and Peoples, Culture, and Resources 
Students learn about global geography, looking at reasons why people settle in particular 
places, why they migrate, how they bring culture with them, and how they earn a living, 
exchange goods and services, and save for the future. 

Grade 3: Massachusetts, Home to Many Different People 
Students study Massachusetts and New England, beginning with their own city or town. They 
explore interactions of Native Peoples and European explorers and settlers and the 
Massachusetts people who led the American Revolution. The standards introduce students to 
primary sources such as the founding documents of Massachusetts and United States so that 
they may begin to discuss ideas about self-government. 

Classroom Space Needs 

● Flexible spaces are needed in order to support: 
○ Differentiated options for content delivery (i.e. whole class, small group, 

partner work, individual) 
○ Student collaboration 
○ Student interaction, research, simulation, and evaluation 
○ Access to technology for whole group and small group instruction 
○ Accessible technology for student based inquiry 
○ Student tables or desk groupings that allow for discussion, collaboration, and 

small group work 
○ Multiple gathering spaces unencumbered with fixtures or equipment for 

whole group instruction 
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○ Independent work stations  
○ Teacher/student conferencing or progress monitoring 
○ Large flexible classroom spaces to allow for differentiated grouping 
○ Moving tables to allow for reconfiguration of space 
○ Presentation space for students to address classmates 
○ In-class storage and/or library space for a wide range of text sources such as 

novels, picture books, magazines, big books, reference texts 
○ Closed off storage of manipulatives such as letter tiles for building words  
○ Nooks for independent and partner reading opportunities 

 
Specialized Equipment for Classrooms 

● Accessibility for all 
● Wireless access for all electronic devices 
● Abundant electrical outlets for charging devices, powering equipment, etc. 
● Infrastructure support for continuous availability of bandwidth to support individual 

and group access to internet and intranet 
● Smart technology, such as but not limited to, interactive whiteboards and 

projectors, with thoughtful planning about placement of interactive whiteboards 
● FM systems to amplify teacher or student voices 
● Digital and analog clocks  
● Quiet HVAC System 
● Lights that are able to dim 
● Magnetic whiteboard bulletin board space for teachers to display important 

vocabulary, learning goals, comprehension strategy charts, maps, and more 
● Easels to display literature/conduct shared readings 
● Easels to hang chart paper to document shared learning  
● Accessibility for ebooks and reading practice materials 
● Storage space for all hand-on manipulative materials 
● Some storage should have the ability to lock closed to prevent access of students 

that are dysregulated 
● Easily movable furniture that can be used for individual and group study 
● Natural light 
● Space for teacher planning materials such as instructional resources, laptop, and 

more 
 
Social/Emotional/Cognitive Environment 

● Collaborative learning spaces where students are able to work in small or large 
groups 

● All classrooms in the same grade level should be contiguous to support grade level 
collaboration 

● All grade level “gathering spaces” make be incorporated into the hallways to 
promote academic and social interaction 
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Special Education 
 
Neighborhood Schools Model (Grades K-3) 
Westborough believes in the neighborhood schools model which allows for all students to 
be educated in their home school with neighborhood peers.  Each of the three elementary 
schools provides comparable programs and services to meet the diverse needs of our 
students and ensure that all students are able to develop the academic, social, and 
emotional skills to succeed.  The range of services provided varies depending upon a 
student’s individual needs and abilities. An Individualized Education Program (IEP) is 
developed based on the student’s areas of strength and challenge, with a focus on 
increasing independence and ensuring that every student makes effective progress in the 
least restrictive environment. Programs and services include, but are not limited to: 

● Inclusion/Academic Support in the general education classroom 
● Social/Emotional and Behavioral support program 
● Co-Taught Classrooms  
● Individual or small group pull-out instruction  
● Intensive/Substantially separate Classrooms   
● Adaptive Specials 
● Related Services as consultation or direct service include: 

○ Speech and Language Therapy (SLP) 
○ Counseling (School Psychologist) 
○ Behavioral support (BCBA) 
○ Physical Therapy (PT) 
○ Occupational Therapy (OT) 
○ Vision/Braille 
○ Orientation and Mobility (O&M) 

 
Inclusion Support within the General Education Classroom  

Support is provided for students in the general education classroom by special education 
teachers and special education paraeducators, depending on the specific needs of the 
students in the classroom.  The number of students needing support could range from 1-6 
students per classroom.  Typically there are 1 or 2 inclusion classrooms per grade level. 
There are times when both a special education teacher and paraeducator are in the 
general education classroom due to the complex needs of the students.  The special 
education staff provides support for academics, as well as social, emotional, and behavioral 
needs.   
 
Academic supports are reflective of the specific needs of the students in the classroom. 
These supports may include providing 1:1 or small group instruction to students within the 
general education classroom.  This instruction includes previewing and reviewing specific 
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vocabulary, skills, and concepts and happens within the classroom prior to and following 
whole group instruction or simultaneously to reinforce whole group direct instruction.  In 
addition, support is also provided when students are working independently, by helping to 
further break down instruction for students, provide assistive visuals, learning tools such as 
manipulatives, assistive technology, as well as modified work tasks.  The special education 
staff collects ongoing data to monitor progress to assist the team in determining next steps 
for students. 
 
Social, emotional, and behavioral supports provided in the general education classroom 
are reflective of the specific needs of the students.  There number of students requiring 
this support typically ranges from 1-3 students and is provided by a paraeducator or two 
depending on the level of need.  The special education teacher also works with students for 
specific periods of time each week to monitor student progress on generalization of skills. 
Behavior support plans that require ongoing data collection by the paraeducator and also 
include an individualized earning system for each student are also an important 
component of this program.  Students have focused goals and earn tokens or points as 
they meet their goals.  Once the required amount of tokens or points are earned the 
students may then have a work break which is monitored by the paraeducator.  This break 
may occur in the classroom or involve moving outside of the classroom.  Paraeducators 
also provide students noncontingent breaks throughout the day which require students to 
be monitored inside or outside of the classroom.  In addition, this support proactively 
supports students through transitions within the general education classroom by providing 
prompts and praise to students as needed.  The support also helps to pre teach for specific 
group work settings, such as working in a small group verses working with a partner.  If a 
student’s behavior escalates additional staffing may be called to the classroom to provide 
support.   
 
Social/Emotional and Behavioral Support Program 

Some of the students that are included within the general education classroom for the 
majority of the school day, may also have the need for some specific 1:1 or small group 
instruction outside of the general education classroom focused on social, emotional, and 
behavioral skills.  The size of the small group could range from 2-5 students supported by 1 
special education teacher and at times an additional paraeducator and/or teacher may also 
be in the room supporting another student or small group.  The social/emotional and 
behavioral instruction would require individualized programs which would include the use 
of specific visuals, behavior plans, as well as the use of technology such as iPads and 
interactive whiteboards.  Students may also use this space to work on academics separate 
of the general education classroom if they need a quieter less distracting spot to complete 
tasks.  The students supported by this program may become dysregulated at various times 
throughout the day and week and therefore need to have open access to this space.  In 
addition, the students may use this space when earning for their behavior program which 
could include activities such as playing a game, watching a video, adding to an ongoing 
project such as building with Legos. If a student is highly dysregulated they may also want 
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to access the self regulation room/motor break space or quiet space room to practice 
calming techniques separate of peers in the classroom. 
 
Co-Taught Classrooms (Special Education & General Education Teacher) 

There are typically 6-8 special education students supported in a co-taught classroom of 
18-22 students.  Based on the needs of the students there could be one special education 
co-taught classroom per grade level.  The co-taught classroom has one general education 
teacher and a special education teacher providing instruction during academic blocks.  The 
amount of time two or more teachers are in the classroom varies based on need of 
students.  It could range from 2-4 hours per day.  This instruction is provided in multiple 
ways.  The teachers will instruct the whole group together, provide parallel instruction 
simultaneously, as well as work in small group rotations with students.  Specialized 
instructional tools such as visuals, manipulatives, earning charts, and more are used 
throughout the day to support students.  Depending on the needs of the students there 
are times when a paraeducator is also needed to support students during academic as well 
as non academic times.   
 
Students with Intensive Needs 

The intensive needs classroom setting is provided for students that require substantial 
academic or social/emotional and behavioral supports in a separate setting that has fewer 
distractions.  The smaller setting is essential for these students to focus and have less 
anxiety.  The intensive classroom typically supports 3-5 students.  Students are typically 
supported 1:1 or 1:2 in this setting, although some small group instruction or circle time 
may also occur.  Discrete trial instruction as well as small group instruction occurs in this 
setting.  At times students may also practice independent work skills with a goal of the 
generalization skills for students to transition into the inclusion model within the general 
education classroom.  There are specific materials created for students such as visual 
schedules and earning charts to support learning.  Students also earn rewards in this 
classroom such as playing a game, making a craft, or adding to an ongoing project.  Some 
students may use technology for communication purposes or require specific technology 
to complete academic tasks.   
 
Individual and/or Small Group Instruction Classrooms Outside of General Education Classroom  

Some students that are included within the general education classroom for the majority of 
the day, may have the need for some specific 1:1 or small group instruction outside of the 
general education classroom.  The small group could range from 2-5 students supported 
by 1 special education teacher and at times an additional paraeducator or teacher may also 
be in the room supporting another student or small group.  In addition, students may also 
practice independent work skills with a goal of the student generalizing these skills within 
the general education classroom.  The separate setting is needed to provide a distraction 
free environment.  It is also needed due to the specific skills that need to be worked on that 
may be significantly different than the skills focused on in the general education classroom. 
Instructional tools such as visuals, manipulatives, earning charts, smartboards, ipads, and 
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more are needed to support the instruction of these learners.  Special education teachers 
may also prepare instruction in this room while instruction is occuring for students. 
Students on specific behavior plans may also access this room for their earning time. 
 
Self Regulation and/or motor breaks 

Students that need regular movement or brain breaks to maintain a safe and focused mind 
and body in the classroom require access to a separate designated environment.  This 
space can be used by 1-4 students that are supported by 1-4 staff members.  At times, 
students may utilize the space for movement or to calm their body with relaxation 
techniques or a cognitive task to help refocus their thinking.   Staff supporting students 
during this time provide prompts, praise, and access to supportive materials.  Staff also 
provides direct instruction on calming strategies and ensure the safety of students at all 
times.   
 
Quiet space  
This space is for students that are dysregulated or have specific physical needs that require 
a separate quiet space with the ability to adjust lighting.  This space would be used 1:1 or 
2:1 with students, however it could also be used for small group instruction.  The focus of 
this room is to develop the students’ skills in being able to independently regulate their 
bodies.  This instruction may involve using visuals, play materials, technology, and other 
items that students find useful.  Staff supporting students during this time provide 
prompts, praise, and access to supportive materials.  Staff also provides direct instruction 
on calming strategies and ensure the safety of students at all times.   
 
Speech and Language Therapy 
Speech and language therapy occurs in pull-out sessions in the speech language room as 
well as within the general education classrooms.  Pull-out sessions are typically  groupings 
of 1-4 students supported by 1 therapist.  These sessions occur for approximately a half 
hour each.  Two therapists work with students in the classroom at the same time.  For 
specific students, paraeducators may attend the therapy session in order to help students 
generalize skills across settings.   In addition, this room is used for the formal assessment 
of students, as well as teacher planning and preparation.   
 
Physical Therapy & Occupational Therapy  
Occupational therapy occurs in this room typically in groupings of 1-4 students supported 
by 1 therapist.  These sessions occur for approximately a half hour at a time.  Specific 
students with high level needs may have their paraeducator attend the therapy session in 
order to help students generalize skills across settings.  Physical therapy also occurs in the 
classroom.  Physical therapy is typically provided in 1:1 sessions.  Physical therapy also 
occurs on the playground, in the hallway, or in the gymnasium when available.  Formal 
assessment for physical therapy and occupational therapy also occurs in this classroom, as 
well as teacher planning and preparation.   
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Behavioral Support (BCBA) 
The BCBA (Board Certified Behavioral Analyst) provides supports to all special education 
and general education teachers by creating behavior plans for students.  They work on 
these plans in their workspace.  In addition,  the BCBA regularly consults with special 
education teachers and general education teachers to review data and determine next 
steps for students.  At times, the BCBA also provides direct instruction for students. 
Typically this instruction would occur 1:1 or in a very small group of 2-3 students.  The 
BCBA may also model instructional practices in this setting for special education and 
general education teachers as well as paraeducators.   
 
Counseling (School Psychologist) 
The school psychologist may work with 1-3 students at a time.  This work may involve 1:1 
formal assessments in which the student is required to complete multiple academic tasks, 
as well as participate in verbal interviews.  The school psychologist also provides counseling 
supports to students.  This work may include play activities such as drawing and building.  It 
may also include the use of technology such as an iPad or interactive whiteboard.   The 
counseling support may be 1:1 or a small group.  The school psychologist also consults 
regularly with colleagues to monitor student progress and determine next steps. The 
school psychologist may also model instructional practices in this setting for special 
education and general education teachers as well as paraeducators.   
 
Curriculum Consultants 
Curriculum consultants support the work of all educators in the building.  Their work 
focuses on the academics as well as social, emotional, and behavioral needs of the 
students.   A child psychiatrist regularly consults with staff and at times parents to review 
student progress and determine next steps.  These meetings occur with 4-8 staff members 
involved.  In addition, the literacy, the mathematics, and the science coordinators meet 
with general education and special education staff to maintain consistent delivery of 
instructional practices.  They also provide one on one consultation for teachers regarding 
specific students, as well as instructional practices.   
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Academic Space Needs 
This vision articulation shares Westborough’s approach that the classroom is the center of 
daily instruction, relationship centered learning, and the integration of service delivery.  The 
singular most essential goal is to maintain the school committee commitment to small 
class sizes.  With the substantial growth in enrollment, as projected in our established 
NESDEC study, the need for all three elementary schools to stabilize at a minimum of 5 
grade level sections each remains a conservative goal. Working with the MSBA, we have 
articulated that the current anticipated sectional across the K-3 school sections will be at 58 
or 59 classes for fall of 2018.  Having Fales at 5 sections will be needed to meet class size 
guidelines and to meet current students in district, with further growth in district 
anticipated over the next 3 to 4 years.   
 
Additionally, the complexity of the student population in today’s educational setting, 
coupled with the intervention model of small group and individual support for students, 
requires the flexibility of small group spaces and general classrooms with multiple working 
spaces as the optimal setting for learning.   
 
5 Kindergarten Classrooms, with Toilet Rooms 

● Direct student access to a toilet room from each classroom  
● Student cubbies in the classroom 
● Ample storage spaces for larger items such as train tables and play kitchens 
● Door to outside with direct access to playground 
● Doors connecting pairs of classrooms is desirable  

 
5 General Classrooms for Grade 1, with Toilet Rooms  

● Direct student access to a toilet room from each classroom.  Can be shared by 
cluster of rooms or pair of rooms. Proximity is key. 

● Door to outside with direct access to playground 
● Doors connecting pairs of classrooms is desirable  

 
8 General Classrooms for Grades 2 and 3 

● Near grade level toilet rooms 
 
2 General Classrooms for Grades 2 and 3, with Toilet Rooms 

● Additional classrooms to provide space for inclusion ELL/SPED 
● Toilet room accommodates students with this need within their grade level 

 
2 Small Group Rooms - Literacy 

● Differentiated options for content delivery (individual, small group, partner work) 
● Tables and chairs for small group instruction and/or student collaboration 
● Teacher desk for planning/preparing instruction 
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● Storage for multi-sensory instructional materials (sand, leveled text sources, various 
seating options 

● Technology  - iPads, Smartboards 
 
1 Small Group Room - ENL (English as a New Language) 

● Instructional space to support new culturally and linguistically diverse learners as 
they are learning English  

● Quiet space to enhance hearing conditions and minimize distraction 
● Two round tables with 6 chairs each 
● Two teacher desks 
● Locked storage for internal and state-wide ACCESS testing materials 
● Technology - iPads, Smartboards 
● Space should be large enough for two teacher desks, and a small table that might fit 

six chairs  
 
1 Small Group Room - Math 

● Differentiated options for content delivery (individual, small group, partner work) 
● Tables and chairs for small group instruction and/or student collaboration 
● Teacher desk for planning/preparing instruction 
● Space for meeting with parents, Math Coordinators, and other colleagues 
● Storage for multi-sensory instructional materials (sand, leveled text sources, various 

seating options 
● Technology - iPads, Smartboards 

 
2 Collaboration Spaces  

● Support student collaboration and discourse in partners, small groups, and as a 
whole-class. 

● Supports student-centered, self-directed, and exploratory learning  
● Supports hand-on and project-based learning  
● Large, open surfaces for students to use to plan and carry out projects 
● Flexible furniture to support multiple group sizes and learning modes  
● Storage for ongoing projects, student materials, and teaching materials  
● Access to sinks for investigations that require water and for ease of clean-up 
● Technology for:  

○ iPads and other devices that support data collection and analysis 
○ Interactive whiteboards or touch screens for presentation and collaboration 

● Adjacent Maker Space for materials and equipment support 
● Near Grade 2 and 3 classrooms for direct integration with classroom teaching 

 
 
 
 
1 Makerspace 
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● Support space for K-3 students in self-directed, hand-on activities  
● Support space for teacher planning and enacting curricular-based science and 

engineering projects with students  
● Many different activities may take place simultaneously using diverse materials 
● Near the library to allow for collaboration with library staff and resources 
● Near Grade 2 and 3 Project Spaces 
● Large, open surfaces that can be flexibly used by students  
● Ample storage for a range of materials, including flat surfaces at the sides of the 

room and large cabinets  
● Technology-rich for simultaneous use of a variety of iPad and computer software, 

printers, and other resources 
● Easy to clean floor 

 
K-3 Preparation/Planning Room & Special Equipment (one space) 

● Storage of paper - colored copier paper, construction paper, cardstock paper, large 
rolls of colored butcher paper (rolls attached to walls) 

● Dye-cut machine and dye cuts 
● Large paper cutters 
● Open surfaces for preparation of materials 
● Laminator 
● Copiers 
● Phone 
● Storage of other materials 

 

Special Education Space Needs 
Substantially Separate/Intensive Classroom  

For students with intensive academic or behavioral needs that cannot be met within the 
general education setting:  

-2 intensive classrooms with adjoining bathroom  
-bathroom includes private changing station  
-cubby areas for student belongings (x10) 
-individual intervention spaces for discrete trial 1:1 work including space for material 
storage 

Behavioral Support  
2 Sensory Rooms  

● Provides opportunities for self-regulation and/or motor breaks 
● Soundproof rooms with nothing that students can climb on, tear down, hurt 

themselves on, etc. 
● One room for K/1 and one room for 2/3  
● Located among grade level classrooms 
● Rooms to include: 

○ small group instructional space 
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○ smart board with controls/equipment that can be locked up and/or out of 
student reach 

○ locking storage cabinets 
2 Small Group Rooms - Special Needs  

- 2 rooms for individual and/or small group remedial instruction spaces with visual 
barriers between work spaces so multiple groups of students can be working 
without distracting other groups located among grade level classrooms 
-technology rich (e.g. smart boards, wifi, bluetooth, iPads, student computers) 
-storage space for materials 
-teacher desks and work space for 2 teachers in each room 

 
Quiet Room  

space adjacent or embedded in classroom space:   
-door with window 
-carpet/soft floor option 
-modified lighting, dimmable  
-simple uncluttered interior  

-sound proofing  
-small group work space w/table for group activities, snack/lunch 
-small group rug space for “circle time” 
-technology rich (smart board, iPads, student computer) 
-sink 
-locking storage cabinets 
-storage space for larger items (e.g. wheelchair, walker) w/ability to flex into work 
space if needed 
-teacher desk/work space 

 
Speech and Language Therapy Room 

One classroom space 
-teacher desk/work spaces (x2) 
-small group therapeutic instructional spaces x2 with barriers between spaces 
-evaluation space w/optimal acoustics, closed off from distractions 
-technology rich (e.g. smart boards, wifi, bluetooth) 
-sink 
-student computer and iPad station 

 
Physical Therapy & Occupational Therapy Room 

One shared classroom space for OT and PT teachers 
-located near gym  
-2 teacher desks/work spaces 
-instructional space to accommodate gross motor movement  
-space to accommodate equipment - including ceiling hooks (water play, scooters 
bikes, hanging swings, balance beam, mats) 
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-individual/small group therapeutic instructional spaces w/room to store materials 
-storage space for equipment 
-Student computer & ipads station 
-sink 

 
Behavioral Support (BCBA) Office 

-teacher desk/work space 
-small group student instructional space 
-located near intensive/sub-separate classroom  

 
Counseling (School Psychologist) Office 

-office space with teacher desk & storage/shelves  
-locking file cabinet for student files 
-dividing wall with window 
-therapeutic space for student counseling and/or assessment includes work table, 
carpet area for bean bag chairs 
-storage space for therapy materials 

 
Curriculum Consultant Office for 4 people 

-Flexible space to be used by district consultants when in the building  
 (could also be used as alternate small group meeting and/or testing space) 
-teacher work/meeting table 
-shelves for materials 
-student seating for individual/small group instruction 
-screen w/wireless projection 
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Central Services 
Administrative Center 
Space Needs: 
Administrative offices are to be located at the main entrance of the building to welcome 
and effectively monitor the daily life of the school. The office should be warm, welcoming, 
and organized.  In order to support the needs of the administrative office, the following are 
needed: 

● Formal entrance with double sets of doors for security entrance to building 
controlled by one of the administrative assistants. Security camera monitoring and 
door buzzer station. 

● Reception area for parents and students to wait comfortably for school meetings 
● Administrative station for reception area 
● Work space for second administrative assistant 
● Office for Principal - office should accommodate a conference table for private 

meetings of up to 8 people. 
● Office for Special Education Coordinator - Office should have conference table to 

meet with students and parents of up to 6-8 people. 
● Teacher Collaboration/Planning/Meeting Space  - space should allow for a meeting 

of up to 10 - 16 grade level staff members to gather for professional development 
and to plan instruction 

● Secure storage for student and assessment records 
● Staff mail and copy room 
● Storage closet with shelving and space for large material delivery  
● 2 adult bathrooms with entry from Administrative center and hallway 
● Station in appropriate space for coffee machine, small fridge for storing food. 

Cabinet for utensils, when hosting meetings in office spaces.  
 
Other Needs: 

● Defined areas with soundproofing, walls, and doors 
● Safety considerations for intruder protocols and evacuations.  

○ Scan card system 
○ Integrated camera & alarm system 

● Access to restrooms 
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● Natural light 
● Wireless access for technology and communication tools such as radios 
● ADA accessibility for all 
● PA System 
● Imaging (copier) 
● WiFi access (can be shared w/other spaces as appropriate) 
● All office meeting spaces and conference room should have projection systems  

 

Health Center 
The Westborough School District Nurses are dedicated to maintaining optimal health and 
wellness for the school community. Children learn best when they feel safe, are attentive, 
energetic, and well.  School nurses strive to ensure that students are ready to learn by 
helping to prevent, identify, and resolve health related factors which interfere with 
learning. 
 
The overall environment of the school health office should be designed to promote the well 
being of students, while providing for a wide range of services. Students consult with the 
school nurse about a variety of issues, including assessment of health issues, medications 
and/or treatments, first aid or emergency care, and assistance with 
psychosocial/behavioral health issues. Privacy considerations for treatments and 
counseling are extremely important. 
 
The ideal location for the health office is within a reasonable proximity to the main office 
and the main entrance to allow for ease of access for students, families, and emergency 
service personnel. Additionally, the location should be in a quiet area away from the music 
room or noisy machinery. Air conditioning, natural lighting, windows that open, and non 
slip, washable flooring are necessary components to be considered in the design. 
 
Space Needs: 
Suggested Floor Plan for Health Office 
The physical layout of the health office should include: 

1)  First aid/treatment area that contains the following: 
*Large sink with separate hot and cold faucets  
*Counter space for supplies 
*Cabinet space for emergency medications- (unlocked for inhalers and   
     epinephrine) 
*Exam table appropriately sized for Kindergarten-3rd grade age students 
*Double locked, secured medication cabinet (for controlled substances) 
*Lockable refrigerator with a separately opening freezer compartment 
*Telephone 
*Readily accessible electrical outlets (nebulizer machine, lighted 
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magnifying lamp require plug) 
     2)  Resting area for ill or injured students: 

*4 recovery cots with adjustable headrests 
*Privacy curtains between cots 
*Layout so that this area can easily be monitored by the nurse on duty 

     3)  Private office/conference space: 
*Private space where confidential phone calls or meetings w/parents, 
             students, or faculty can be held 
*Health record storage area with lockable file cabinets 
*Desk with file storage/adjustable chair 
*Communication area adjacent to the nurse’s desk fully equipped with  

computer, facsimile machine, printer, and dedicated phone line 
*Bookcases for reference materials 
*Bulletin board 
*Table with four chairs 
 

     4)  Two handicap accessible bathrooms to include: 
*Storage area for extra clothing 
*Changing station for students who are not fully toilet trained 

     5)  Storage closet that is:  
*Lockable 
*Adequate shelving 
*Lighted  
*Space for wheelchair storage 

     6)  Waiting area to include: 
*Seating for up to 4 people 
*Wall space for educational posters 
*Rack for pamphlets, health information, and books 

 

Learning Commons:  Library/Media Center 

The library is the heart of the school! It must exude the energy and love of learning that is 
exemplified in the magic of elementary school. It must encompass the needs of the faculty 
and students for gathering and learning together.  
 
The definition of information literacy continually becomes more complex as resources and 
technologies continue to change.  Information literacy is transformed from the simple 
definition of using reference resources to find information to using multiple literacies, 
including digital, visual, textual, and ever changing technologies as teaching and learning 
tools.  Students today are “digital natives” and access to dynamic information literacy tools 
is crucial to learning. 
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The ongoing rapid expansion of information demands that all individuals acquire the 
thinking skills that will enable them to learn on their own.  The amount of information 
available to our learners necessitates that each individual acquire the skills to select, 
evaluate, and use information appropriately and effectively. 
 
Learning has a social context.  Learning is enhanced by opportunities to share and learn 
with others.  Students need to develop skills in sharing knowledge and learning with others, 
both in face to face situations and through technology. 
 
School library/media centers are essential to the development of learning skills.  School 
library media centers need to provide equitable physical and intellectual access to the 
resources and tools required for learning in an accessible, stimulating, and safe 
environment, to acquire and practice essential learning skills needed in the 21st century 
and beyond. 
 
https://standards.aasl.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/AASL-Learner-Framework-Spread.
pdf 
 
 
Library/Media Space Needs  
 
In order to support teaching and learning in the Library/Media Center, all learning spaces 
need to support student centered learning.  It needs to be placed in the building so that it is 
easily accessible by grade level classrooms.  It must be big enough for the entire staff 
(approximately 80 people) to gather for a staff meeting. There needs to be a large seated 
meeting space and small gathering spaces for reading and working. 
 

● Integrated office space, workroom, and storage for the Library/Media Center 
Librarian and Technology Specialist with sight views of the whole library 

● Space for chromebooks and a space to plug in the ipad cart. Lockable space. 
● Storytime/reading space 
● Space to set up Library Centers/Makerspace 
● Multiple and various options for displaying books and student work 
● Flexible spaces are needed in order to support:  

○ Student collaboration 
○ Student interaction and investigation 
○ Student choice 
○ School wide collaboration 
○ School wide information dissemination 
○ Student projects: students need to build, present, demonstrate, engage, 

evaluate, and communicate information 
○ Movable and varied furniture - Tables with lockable wheels, mobile shelving 

units that are at a height appropriate for K-3 
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○ Flexible space to allow different configurations and groupings 
 

Specialized Equipment 
● Wireless access for all electronic devices 
● Infrastructure support for continuous availability of bandwidth to support individual 

and group access to internet and intranet 
● Smart technology, such as (but not limited to) interactive whiteboards and 

projectors, etc. 
● Technology equipment and technology support for information literacy needs 
● Able to use media devices in certain areas that will not interfere with learning in 

other areas 
● Ability to use technology and non-technical devices simultaneously 

 
Other Needs 

● Soundproofing, walls, and doors 
● Access to restrooms 
● Safety considerations for intruder protocols and evacuations 
● Accessibility for all 
● Natural light 
● UV coated glass in windows to protect materials 
● Ability to turn off just the lights around the interactive whiteboard 

 

Student Services 

School Counseling Program and Space 
 
School Counselors are an essential part of the educational team. As School Counselors they 
help all students academically, socially, behaviorally, and emotionally, ensuring that they 
are ready and able to learn and become productive, well adjusted adults of tomorrow.   
Elementary school counselors do not work in isolation; rather they are integral to the total 
regular educational program. They provide a proactive program that engages students and 
includes leadership, advocacy, and collaboration with school staff, administration, and 
community/family members in the delivery of programs and activities to help students 
achieve success.  
 
Elementary school counselors also collaborate with teachers and parents on early 
identification and intervention of children’s academic and social/emotional needs, which is 
essential in removing barriers to learning and developing skills and behaviors critical for 
academic achievement.  Elementary School counselors are an important part of the 
leadership team and provide valuable assistance to students, teacher/staff, and parents. 
(American Association of School Counselors Association)   
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https://www.schoolcounselor.org/asca/media/asca/Careers-Roles/WhyElem.pdf 
 
 
The Fales Elementary School Counselor’s role is multifaceted including: 
 

● Teaching in all K-3 classrooms SEL/life skills lessons 
● Meeting individually with students 
● Providing space and support to students in crisis  
● Providing space and support to teachers during difficult times 
● Meeting with small groups of students to enhance social skills 
● Chair of the Early Intervening Team (EIT) - meeting with staff and parents 
● Chair of the 504 Team - meeting with staff and parents 
● Collaborate with staff on challenging students 

 
Space Needs: 
The Fales School Counselor is a member of the regular education staff. The counselor 
collaborates with all school staff.  Currently the counselor’s office is centrally located with 
close proximity to all grade level classrooms. This key location has been ideal so that 
students and staff feel as though the counselor is accessible and part of the community.  
 
Currently, the Counseling office space is used for meeting with small groups of students, 
one on one with students, informal and formal parent meetings, a calming space for 
students and staff, student observation, and counselor work space for paperwork, 
curriculum planning, testing coordination, and planning.  
 

● Office space including private desk space, lateral file cabinets, phone, storage for 
classroom/small group/curriculum supplies and lessons supplies, and secure 
storage for testing materials and records. 

● A large table that seats 6-8 students and/or adults, used for meeting with small 
groups of students as well as for chairing EIT and 504 Meetings. 

● Calming area (separate space) that provides comfortable seating (ie: bean bags, 
couch, comfortable chairs). This space is used by both students and adults. It should 
have a meditation focus with variable lighting (interested in color variable lighting 
for mood support and seasonal affect lighting option).  Door should have window.  

● Monitor or projector for lessons, group work, and to project meeting information 
● Sound proof walls and doors 
● Natural lighting- windows that provide observation to playground is beneficial 
● Wireless technology access 
● Bookshelves for student/staff SEL books 

 

Faculty Center 
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The Westborough school faculty work in challenging and stressful jobs to support the daily 
needs of a high performing and complex student body. The Fales school must have a 
faculty center that provides a relaxing and renewing space for prepping, having lunch, or 
accomplishing personal work as needed with privacy. The space needs to provide time to 
connect with what is taking place outside of the school day, as well as allowing time to 
renew and refuel for the next part of the work day.  The coveted minutes of break or lunch 
time need to be maximized for both individual needs and to ensure returning to the work 
day able to continue teaching at a high level.   
 
 Space Needs: 

● Natural lighting 
● Bathroom access 
● Flexible seating for tables that can be placed into one large table or separate small 

groups 
● Kitchen area 

○  sink and storage 
○  three microwaves 
○  refrigerator 
○  option for soda/water machine 
○  bottled water dispenser 

● Soft seating area 
● TV monitor/screen 
● One adjacent small quiet room and pumping station. 

○ Lock door from inside with “in use/vacant” notation  
○ Small table area with phone access 
○ Power access  
○ Small fridge to store breastmilk 
○ Lighting that is dimmable & option for seasonal affect lighting  
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Cafeteria and Community Gathering Space 
The cafetorium will need to serve approximately 400 students daily.  The cafetorium will 
also serve as the main gathering space for the school community. We recommend the 
following regarding lunch service: 

● 25-30 minute long lunch periods 
● 4 lunch periods per day 
● 1 cafeteria that is able to serve approximately 100 students per lunch period 
● 2 lunch serving lines 
● 2 cashier stations 

 
Space Needs 
The cafetorium should be easily accessible by all grade levels.  When not in use as a 
cafeteria, this space should accommodate the school community and general public as the 
main space to gather for events such as school wide meetings, special performances, as 
well as school and community celebrations.  For grade level performances, the space 
should accommodate seating for approximately 250-300 adults, while allowing up to 400 
students to sit on the floor area in front of parents.  

● Accessibility for all 
● Access to restrooms 
● Ability to enter cafeteria easily from playground 
● Natural Light 
● Soundproofing, walls, and doors 
● Safety considerations for evacuations and lockdowns 
● Safety considerations for students with food allergies 
● Meet all health codes in regards to food safety and assembly 
● ¾ stage with accessibility for all (ramp system) 

○ Off stage wing space for storing chairs and music stands and set pieces 
during performances   

○ Stage needs to seat 50+ students for orchestra performance 
○ Stage should also have wide tiered stairs in front that will serve as risers for 

performances and chorus  
● 2 storage closets for chairs and tables  
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● Office space for kitchen manager, space for computer, storage of professional and 
personal items for 2 kitchen workers, workspace, phone 

● Storage space for noon aides to store belongings such as purses in locked area 
while they are monitoring students 

● Area to store buckets & cleaning supplies for washing tables in between lunches 
● Recycling area where separate area is set up for recycling food waste to compost 

and area to store some bagged recycling until pick-up   
● One Office area for custodians, with 2 desks, computer, phone, several 

storage/closets throughout the building to store cleaning supplies and tools 
 
 
Specialized Equipment  
 
Specialized equipment for preparing meals for 100 students per lunch period which meets 
all food service standards. 
 

● Food preparation surfaces 
● Accessible walk-in freezers and refrigerators 
● Accessible walk-in storage pantries 
● Cooktops, cooking and warming ovens 
● Recycling areas  
● Efficient dishwashing and sterilizing system 
● Cashier stations compatible with electronic payment systems 
● Separate food preparation station to meet needs of students with allergies 
● Curtains for stage that are able to open and close 
● Simple stage lighting for performances 
● A sound system with built in speakers and moveable or wireless microphones 
● Projection system 
● Folding tables for use for special events such as grade level and school wide events 
● Folding chairs for special events (300-375 chairs) 
● Entrance/Exit Doors to accommodate large groups and to allow large equipment 

(piano) 
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Gymnasium: Health and Wellness Program  

Space Needs  
The gymnasium area is the center of wellness for the school, serving a diverse student 
body that requires a wide range of physical movement education and support.  The space 
needs to include a double gym, one that is very open and clean, and the other a place 
where functional fitness comes to life with a number of permanent elements including 
climbing ropes, cargo net, and climbing walls.  Also, there will be office space for two 
teachers, equipment storage accessible to both gyms, and direct access to outdoor activity 
spaces that include fields, playground area, and fitness walk. 

● INDOOR SPACE 
○ Double Gym 

■ 1 to serve the class in session, plus 1 to serve: 
■ A second class (as school size expands, current single gym cannot 

accommodate all classes) 
■ Adapted Physical Education classes 
■ OT/PT sessions 
■ Special Needs students who need movement space 
■ Large meeting space for school activities 

○ One gym with “clean” walls (no attached equipment other than basketball 
hoops and score board). Provides a key secondary space for motor breaks 
and ‘safe space’ for movement. A highly desirable earned break space for 
students with complex needs that is ‘outside’ of other classroom spaces 

○ Second gym with all of the functional fitness/gymnastic/rock climbing 
equipment: 

■ 2 sets of monkey bars (one must be adjustable in height) 
■ Climbing wall(s) - (note existing wall pieces may be salvageable and 

reused) 
■ Ropes for climbing (5) 
■ Cargo net (1) 

○ Folding Divider door if gyms connected for sensitivity to needs of use of 
other side (such as students with auditory sensitivity). 

○ Bleachers  
○ Direct access to outdoors field areas 
○ Full sized basketball court  
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○ One Large storage space 
○ Office with space for 2 teachers’ desks 
○ Natural light, translucent glass to minimize glare 
○ Scoreboard - small but mounted 
○ Padding on the end walls (under the hoops) for safety 
○ Sound system for music play, bluetooth & wireless microphone - in both 

gyms, must be able to be used separately 
○ Wireless internet access 
○ Sound lift system with several headsets 
○ Smart board and projector capability in both gyms 

 
OUTDOOR SPACE 

○ Fields (as many generic open fields as space will allow) 
○ Playground equipment with upper body strength components 
○ Fitness walk - stations with monkey bars 
○ ADA accessible equipment 
○ Playspace for K-3 ages 

■ Varied play equipment on specialized surface 
■ Swings 
■ Green space 
■ Hard top play space with painted game options 
■ Storage space for recess items such as basketballs, hula-hoops, jump 

ropes 
 

● Specialized equipment 
○ Gymnastic Mats 
○ Balance beams 
○ Fitness and Balance Equipment 
○ Team and individual game equipment 
○ Striking equipment 
○ Hula Hoops 
○ Heart rate monitors - IHT 
○ Equalizer bars 
○ Sandbells 
○ Beanbags 
○ Age appropriate balls of great variety (yarn balls, gator-skin balls, beach balls, 

etc.)  
 

● Health Equipment 
○ Wall posters emphasizing Fitness Components & Health Skills 
○ Nutritional education supplies 
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● Curricula in use: 
○ Curriculum aligned with National Physical Education Standards & Outcomes 
○ Comprehensive health aligned with National Health Standards 
○ Adventure and functional fitness activities aligned with national standards 

from the IYCA and Project Adventure type programming 
 
 

 
 

Fine Arts 

Fine Arts is an essential component of the Westborough Public Schools, with high levels of 
student participation in all Fine Arts groups, beginning with rich programming at the 
elementary levels. The Strings program in Westborough is very robust with strong 
participation beginning in grade 3.  The learning spaces that provide programming in all of 
these Fine Arts areas should communicate the importance we place on the arts.   
 
The Massachusetts State Framework applies to the study of music, theatre, dance, and art. 
The Westborough curriculum supports the following principles: 

● Sequential program of instruction in all Fine Arts areas of music, theatre, dance, and 
art beginning in PreK-12  

● Development of skills and understanding for creating, performing, and responding 
● Varied assessment  
● Opportunities for building connections to other disciplines within core learning 

experiences 
● Development of knowledge and understanding of historical and cultural 

connections to Fine Arts 
 
Space Needs 
The art and music rooms should be close together. Currently there is one art teacher and 
two music teachers with programming needs inclusive of Strings that need space.  The 
spaces for all Fine Arts should be designed to support collaborative learning where classes 
will work in small group and whole group.  The classroom spaces for art and music must be 
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designed to support the organization of materials and supplies, complemented by 
moveable furniture and flexible learning spaces for instruction for art and music learning. 
Currently the diverse programs of Fine Arts have extensive materials and instruments to 
support the core curriculum.  
 
Art:  

● One classroom space 
● Whole group instruction 
● Independent work areas 
● Flexible furniture to allow different configurations for collaboration 
● Ample storage for materials, equipment, and student work in progress 
● Shelving and display space for student work 
● Sink with heavy duty drain with clay/plaster traps 
● Windows and natural light 
● Teacher desk and workstation 
● Separate closet for kiln with proper wiring and ventilation  

 
Music: 

● 2 Rooms: One for Strings, One for general music  
● Whole group instruction space 
● Flexible furniture for varied groups  
● Ample space for storage of supplies and equipment to include musical instrument 

storage   
● Teacher desk and workstation 
● Sound proofing of walls and doors  
● Technology as outlined by tech guidelines 
● Wider doors for moving equipment (piano) 

Strings room: 
● Open floor space 
● Storage for music stands and equipment 
● Sound proofing  
● Wider doors for moving equipment (piano) 

 
 
Environment of Health and Wellness 
 
The Fales School is situated on a beautiful site with a unique tiered setting that provides 
landscape views of natural outdoor beauty.  Students, parents, and faculty all comment on 
the beauty of the rolling landscape and woods that circle the setting in which the school is 
situated. This setting provides a unique emotional health and wellness to the school 
community, where there is a connection to the environmental setting of the campus. A new 
or renovated and expanded Fales should seek to sustain the beauty of the setting and 
meaningful opportunities for outside play and relaxation.   
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The Westborough Public Schools has committed to developing healthy and emotionally 
vital work settings for faculty and students to enjoy.  Wellness breaks, programs on 
balance, work settings that honor quiet space and time to renew, are all goals to which the 
district aspires.  Ensuring high quality natural light, and ventilation, recycling and respect 
for the health of the environment as well as the resources of the community are core 
values.   
 
Design elements and features valuing health and wellness: 

● Natural light & outdoor views 
● Environmentally thoughtful design and energy use 
● Water bottle stations for all water fountains 
● Recycling stations and systems 

○ Kitchen:  composting option & recycling  
○ Classrooms & offices:  bins supporting recycling and trash separation 

● Quiet spaces for students and adults 

Technology   

The empowering of excellent instruction with appropriate and effective educational 

technology can expand the capabilities of our teachers to guide our students with 

appropriate experiences, strategies, and resources and allow all of our students to learn 

how they best learn. Our philosophy for excellent instruction is centered around the 

relationships between and among students, teachers, and administrators, and our 

philosophy for appropriate and effective educational technology is centered around 

reducing procedural and conceptual barriers. We embrace the Universal Design for 

Learning (UDL) framework of multiple means of engagement, multiple means of 

representation, and multiple means of action and expression that correspond to the Why, 

What, and How of learning. This looks like teachers and students working in a variety of 

contexts and configurations ranging from projects to skill practice, and from one on one to 

whole groups.  Students use a variety of physical and virtual materials and resources, and 

choosing from a variety of traditional and educational technology tools and methods to 

individualize their learning in ways that leverage their strengths, strengthen their 

challenges, and make their learning visible. 

For these types of learning environments to be successful, there needs to be a solid 

information technology infrastructure supporting learning spaces that are technologically 
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flexible and physically re-configurable as expressed in the following requirements for 

different spaces. 

Classroom 
● Latest generation technology WiFi access point 
● Voicelift system 
● Interactive projection/display (networked) 
● Document camera 
● Location to secure and charge 15 tablets 
● Telephone 
● Furniture that’s easily moved 

 
Small learning/breakout spaces 

● WiFi access (can be shared w/other spaces as appropriate) 
● Furniture that’s easily moved 

 
Library 

● Classroom requirements in common meeting space inclusive of sound lift 
● High capacity WiFi 
● Desk for Building Tech Specialist 
● Workbench for Building Tech Specialist 
● Secure storage for Building Tech Specialist 
● Makerspace  

○ Work spaces 
○ Storage spaces 
○ Specialized equipment list 

● Color imaging equipment (printer/copier) 
● Catalog access kiosks 

 
Large gathering spaces (Cafeteria/Auditorium/Gymnasium) 

● Networked projection system (where appropriate) 
● High capacity WiFi 
● Audio/PA system 
● Digital signage (networked) 
● ADA compliant assistive listening systems 

 
Small office/meeting spaces 

● Networked wall display 
● WiFi access (can be shared w/other spaces as appropriate) 

 
Main Office 

● PA System 
● Imaging (copier) 
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● Security camera monitoring and door buzzer station 
● WiFi access (can be shared w/other spaces as appropriate) 

 
Security & Safety 

● Integrated system consisting of Alarm, Card access, Door buzzers, Security cameras 
● Bidirectional antenna if otherwise unable to pass emergency personnel 

communications performance test 
 
Digital Signage 

● Main entryway and other high traffic areas 
● Exterior roadside (if that’s what we want) 

 
Infrastructure 

● MDF w/generator power (when available) 
○ Active cooling 
○ Secure door 
○ Dry fire suppression 
○ Multiple 10G connections between MDF and each IDF 
○ Battery backup for reasonable runtime 

● IDF 
○ Secure door 
○ Battery backup for reasonable runtime 
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Safety and Security and Best Practices 
 

Transportation and Traffic in Neighborhood Setting 
 
Fales experiences significant traffic during arrival and dismissal.  Currently approximately 
350 students participate in arrival and dismissal on a daily basis.  There are currently 8 
buses and 4 small minivans transporting students daily to and from Fales.  We anticipate 
that these numbers will increase.  Families also have the option of dropping off and picking 
up students.  We have approximately 20 students picked up by parents daily.  We also have 
approximately 10 students that walk to school with their family.  These numbers increase 
on early release days with numbers around 60 students being picked up.  To ensure a safe 
and orderly arrival and dismissal the following is required: 
 

● Safe adequate parking for staff and visitors separate from student drop off space 
● Clearly defined student drop off and pick up 
● Bus loop for drop off and pick up without interference to parent drop off/pick up 
● Safe sidewalk/pathways for pedestrians that come from various directions feeding 

into the school 
● Designated handicapped parking spaces, as well as 4 designated spots for vehicles 

transporting students with special needs   
 

General Consideration of Educational Spaces 

● ADA compliant philosophy throughout the whole building concept 
● Stairs with strips on edges 
● Signage in Braille 
● Display space in hallways for student work 
● Dimmable classroom lighting 
● Air conditioning  
● Wheelchair accessible to all areas of the school including outdoor play spaces 
● Sound awareness 

○ HVAC must be quiet 
○ Soundproofing throughout building and acoustic awareness 
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Safety and Security 
Annie E. Fales Elementary School has individual school plans for: 

● Multi-Hazard Evacuation Plan 
○ The new building will need to be mapped for all utility shut-offs, exit doors 

with numbers, stairs, and elevator 
○ Building maps will be shared with all emergency services 
○ Evacuation plans for all hazards will be revised for the new building 

● Medical Emergency Response Plan (MERP) 
○ The new building will require new room numbers and phone numbers for 

the MERP 
○ Emergency Responders will need training in the new building 

● Security will be controlled through a central entrance for all visitors and electronic 
key card access for all employees to specified entries 

● Security cameras will monitor all common and administrative spaces and hallways 
throughout the building as well as entrance and exit cameras 

● Emergency Communication will rely on two way communication devices including 
phones and radios that share communication channels with Emergency Response 
personnel 
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Process of Collaboration for the Development of Educational Program  
 
The Westborough Superintendent of Schools and the Principal of the Annie E. Fales School 
assembled a team of administrators and educators from within the school, as well as 
district curriculum specialists to develop the Educational Vision and Goals. The group met 
and collaborated for several weeks to discuss the overarching educational vision of the 
Fales School as it relates to the District vision and goals, as well as the specific needs and 
priorities of individual programs and stakeholders.  Drafts were also shared with the school 
faculty and district leaders for review and feedback.  The product of this collaborative effort 
was further developed and consolidated by a smaller team that included the 
Superintendent, Principal, Director of Student Services, Fales Special Education 
Coordinator, and Designer to complete a unified vision of the school’s educational 
philosophy, approach, and space needs. 
 
Collaborative Team and Stakeholders Involved in Visioning Process: 
 
Westborough Superintendent of Schools 
Westborough Assistant Superintendent of Schools 
Director of Student Services  
English Language Education Director  
Director of Technology  
Director of Fine Arts 
Director of Health and Wellness 
PK-3 English Language Arts Curriculum Coordinator 
PK-6 Mathematics Curriculum Coordinator 
PK-6 Science Curriculum Coordinator 
Principal of Annie E. Fales Elementary School  
Special Education Coordinator of Annie E. Fales Elementary School  
Grade Level Team Leaders  
School Counselor 
School Psychologist 
School Nurse 
Administrative Assistants 
Custodians 
Faculty and Staff of Annie E. Fales Elementary School 
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